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n his 2005 article “Ghazal Original” British
Kiran Ahluwalia
music critic Ken Hunt reckoned that Kiran
Ahluwalia “has the potential to become one
of the great ambassadors of Indo-Pakistani
diaspora music, not [just] from Canada, [but]
from anywhere…” (fRoots Issue 269). With each
new album she has come closer to fulfilling
that promise; two JUNO Best World Music
Album awards (and several nominations) later,
Ahluwalia has proven her perennial appeal
to audiences and critics alike. In 2009 the
Songlines/WOMAD Best Newcomer of the
Year Award heralded her as an international
world music star of growing stature. Various
World Music charts over the years have echoed
that trend. Her 2011 cover of the qawwali song
Mustt Mustt, by the celebrated late Pakistani
qawwali singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, recorded
with the Malian group Tinarawen, has garnered
an impressive 314,000 visits on YouTube.
Since Ahluwalia‘s first CD in 2001, her string
of album releases, accompanied by evolving
instrumentation and stylistic components, has
been called “one of global music’s most interesting adventures.” It seems that each new
album marks personal growth, the expansion
of her careful listening to yet another geo-cultural zone of our world.
She has also shown a continued eagerness to contest the borders of
her musical comfort zone in live performance. For instance, last year
she shared the Harbourfront Centre stage with the rising Inuk throat
singer Tanya Tagaq as well as divas from other musical traditions.
On other occasions she’s sung with electronica groups Eccodek and
Delerium, with an Afghan rubab player and a Cape Breton fiddler.
She has performed her compositions, as arranged by Glenn Buhr,
with the Manitoba Chamber Orchestra. The list of genres she’s collaborated in also includes Portuguese fado, sub-Saharan percussion,
Pakistani qawwali, and most recently, African blues. Incorporating just
one culturally “other” element in one’s music can be problematic on
several levels, yet she integrates each new element with seeming grace
and ease.
Such a vast range of musical interests is indeed impressive.
Where does it come from? Does this rare quality reflect a Canadian,
or a specifically Torontonian sensibility? How did she arrive at
this idiosyncratic, transcontinental and evidently very successful

THE GHAZAL, a poetic form which is often sung, is at the heart
of Kiran Ahluwalia’s music. Here are a few of its features. The form
consists of rhyming couplets culminating in a refrain, each line
maintaining the same metre. The essential subject of a ghazal is the
articulation of the myriad hues of love, often illicit or unrequited,
poetically expressing the pain of loss, of separation, or the beauty of
love despite that pain. Of Arabic, Persian and Ottoman origin, the
ghazal was spread by Sufi poets to regional courts throughout South
Asia around the 12th century. Further afield, it was also adapted later
in Southeast Asia by poets in Islamic Malay states and its practice
flourishes in Malaysia today. In South Asia the ghazal is most prominently written and performed in Dari and Urdu, though it is also
found in the poetry of other regional languages.
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musical fusion?
I caught up with Ahluwalia on August 15 to
find some answers to these questions. She was
in the middle of her day in NYC and I was in
my Toronto oﬃce; we spoke via Skype.
“I was born in Patna … in [North Central]
India to Punjabi parents,” she began. “Some of
my earliest memories were of learning English
Mother Goose nursery rhymes from my
parents, but also Indian songs. They were both
ghazal “passionistas”; they held singing parties
featuring ghazals.”
I wondered about her earlier musical formative experiences and teachers. “Back in India
in addition to [North] Indian classical music
our family would also listen to Bollywood
songs on the radio,” Ahluwalia recalls. “I was
nine when we moved to Toronto in 1974, and
I began studying classical Indian music with
several vocal teachers, finally spending about
six years studying classical raag with Narendra
Datar. I also continued singing ghazals on my
own and with my parents while completing
my University of Toronto degree in Industrial
Relations.” Did a career in IR ever beckon?
Perhaps surprisingly, the answer was maybe.
“In 1990 I went back to India for 14 months purely to study vocal fulltime with classical vocalist Padma Talwalkar in Mumbai in private
riyaaz.” She thought this extended period of music immersion
would “get music out of my system so I could then get on with my
regular life!”
It seems that it did no such thing. Despite returning to Canada to
complete an MBA at Dalhousie University, during that time Ahluwalia
still “managed to keep my mornings free for my music.” Clearly she
couldn’t abandon her passion for singing, and returned to Bombay
for the summer – again for more intensive music study. One benefit
of her MBA though: it did help her land several jobs. These expanded
her view of the music of the world and how it was possible to include
corners of it in her own South Asian-centred music.
Her position at the Toronto oﬃces and studios of the CBC for
instance, “proved to be a pivotal one in my music career,” she says.
“I owe much to Ann MacKeigan.” For ten years MacKeigan produced
the pioneering world music radio show Global Village for the CBC.
Ahluwalia continued, “Ann taught me several key things. One was
Continues on page 76
Ghazal held a central place in Ahluwalia’s family musical environment and early career, and I asked her if she still includes elements
of ghazal in her current music. She was quick to focus on her recent
evolution. “I’m not a traditional ghazal performer, nor do I present
it in a traditional way,” she replied, adding, “I did however study in
India with the ghazal maestro Vithal Rao. It began in the early 1990s
and lasted a decade. He was the last court musician of the Nizam
[hereditary ruler] of Hyderabad.”
This last fact not incidentally connects Ahluwalia’s practice with
an old transcultural tradition. The Nizams used their great wealth to
patronize a rich culture of cuisine, art, architecture and literature –
particularly from Persian sources – the latter a central feature of the
Hyderabadi Muslim identity.
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own and other orchestras, there is a wealth
of superb performances in the vaults that
are about to surface and re-surface in two
omnibus CD packages. The first is available
now, Ferenc Fricsay The Complete Recordings
Volume 1: Orchestral Works (479 2891 45CDs,
mono and stereo). Recorded mostly in the
Jesus-Christus-Kirche in Berlin, with either
the Berlin Philharmonic or the RIAS and its
successor, these performances represent the
highest level of musicmaking.
I recall my excitement in 1958 over
acquiring the Beethoven Ninth in stereo! It
was by Ferenc Fricsay conducting the Berlin
Philharmonic with soloists Irmgard Seefried,
Maureen Forrester, Ernst Haefliger and
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. It was on two Decca
LPs and was outstanding in every respect. As I
write this I am listening to that very performance on disc nine of this collection and it
really does stand the test of time. This is a
diﬀerent Beethoven from, say, the Klemperer
or Furtwangler Beethoven. The textures are
translucent without any suggestion of inevitability, particularly the slow movement which
is open and at times radiant. In total there
are five discs of Beethoven in the box and
lots of brilliant performances of Bartók and
Kodály. There are four discs of Tchaikovsky,
five of Mozart. Soloists include Géza Anda,
Tibor Varga, Monique Haas, Annie Fischer,
Wolfgang Schneiderhan, Pierre Fournier,
Nicanor Zabaleta, János Starker, Joanna
Martzy, Erica Morini, Clara Haskil, Yehudi
Menuhin and many others. Clearly there is
no space to detail the extensive popular and
esoteric repertoire but the detailed track
listing of the contents is at deutschegrammophon.com.
Thanks to the soundtrack of 2001, A
Space Odyssey, Also Sprach Zarathustra is
Richard Strauss’ most familiar work … well,

at least the opening pages. Producer and
director Stanley Kubrick carefully chose the
music and selected the Herbert von KarajanVienna Philharmonic recording on Decca as
his must-have. The request was unequivocally declined but after much negotiating,
Decca agreed on condition that the performance remain anonymous and never identified.
A soundtrack album was issued, substituting
a Böhm recording. The secret was safe. Years
later all was revealed and we wonder if Decca
or Karajan was calling the shots.
That performance and the other Richard
Strauss recordings made by John Culshaw
in the Sofiensaal in 1959 are contained in a
sumptuous package of all Karajan’s analog
recordings of Richard Strauss for Decca and
DG with the Berlin and Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestras.
Karajan Strauss
(4792686) is a
limited edition,
LP-sized package,
about an inch thick,
containing eleven
CDs, a Blu-ray audio
disc and an informative art book. None of
these recordings is new to the catalogue. All
the usual suspects are here including the
live 1960 Der Rosenkavalier from Salzburg
(including libretto), plus two historic recordings with the Concertgebouw Orchestra from
1943, The Dance of the Seven Veils and Don
Juan, set beside the 1970s recordings from
Berlin. The astounding new 24/96 processing
of all these analog originals is an unexpected
revelation of just how much more information there was to hear. The Blu-ray disc
contains the same repertoire as on six of
the 11 CDs.
Oscar Shumsky (1917-2000) was one of the

most cultivated and
exquisite violinists of
his time, revered by
his fellow musicians.
He enjoyed a busy
career, from the child
prodigy engaged by
the likes of Stokowski
and Reiner settling
into the role of concertmaster of New York
orchestras and a much-loved and soughtafter chamber musician. He played regularly with Glenn Gould, William Primrose,
Bernard Greenhouse, Leonard Rose and Earl
Wild and vocalists Maureen Forrester, Lois
Marshall and James Melton. He was also
a conductor and teacher. Canadians may
well remember hearing performances in
Stratford where he was co-director (196164) or director (1965-67) of music. I recall
a Mozart concerto there “conducted from
the keyboard” by Jose Iturbi in which the
orchestra depended entirely on concertmaster Shumsky for their cues. He remained
a regular contributor to Toronto’s musical life
in addition to his role as teacher.
As sometimes happens, a major talent
often is underutilized by the record
companies in concerto recordings. In his later
years however, Shumsky was taken over by
an influential British concert management
and became a busy soloist in recordings with
leading orchestras.
A new Doremi set (DHR-8031-3 , 3 CDs)
is a treasure house of mostly previously
unreleased highlights of four decades of
Shumsky’s great artistry in various musical
styles, in concert with the above artists,
playing composers from Bach, Mozart and
Beethoven to Hindemith. Complete details at
Doremi.com.
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how to take a foreign music with non-English lyrics,
guitar work of Rez
Rizwan-Muazzam Qawwali
such as Urdu and Hindi, and to present it to the
Abbasi, Ahluwalia’s life
Canadian public. She also taught me how to market
partner, arranger and
and present diverse kinds of music – what we now
producer. It’s all woven
call world music – and how to apply some of these
together with jazzlessons to my own musical outlook.” In the late 1990s
and sometimes rockher MBA got her into the NYC door of the world music
infused arrangements.
specialist label Putumayo Records. There she honed
Toronto audiences
her understanding of the genre’s audience, producwill be able to witness
tion and marketing. When Ahluwalia returned to
the concert launch
Toronto in 2000 she was ready to make a fateful
of Sanata: Stillness
move – to produce her first commercial CD, Kashish Attraction,
at Koerner Hall October 3. A sign of increasing partnerships among
released in 2001.
world music presenters, perhaps, it’s part of the 13th annual Small
With the imminent release of Ahluwalia’s latest album Sanata:
World Music Festival. It’s also presented by the Royal Conservatory in
Stillness, her discography will now be six albums deep. Sanata is
partnership with the Aga Khan Museum. On this occasion Ahluwalia
further proof that the potential Ken Hunt heard in 2005 is being realand her band are in fitting company: they split the bill with Rizwanized in unexpected ways. The music is a synthesis of Ahluwalia’s
Muazzam Qawwali, a large group headed by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan’s
signature masala of her unique take on ghazal and Punjabi folk song.
nephews and leading heirs to his considerable legacy. I see Kiran
At times a backbone of her classical Hindustani musical training is
Ahluwalia’s willingness to share the concert with a hardcore qawwali
discernable. On this studio outing she doesn’t use the Saharan blues
group as yet another demonstration of her admirable dedication to
star groups Tinariwen and Terakaft, as in her award-winning 2011 CD
crossing – and sharing across – musical borders.
Aam Zameen: Common Ground. Yet their deep African desert groove
Andrew Timar is a Toronto musician and music writer. He can be
and electric guitar sound and riﬀs still echo through the supple, slinky contacted at worldmusic@thewholenote.com.
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